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Marmalade SDK Mobile Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012

	Modern mobile devices are capable of supporting video games of amazing quality but there are so many different devices and platforms how can you support them all? The answer is to use the Marmalade SDK to write your code once and deploy it to all popular mobile platforms at the touch of a button.


	Marmalade SDK Mobile Game...
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The Coaching Secret: How to be an exceptional coachFT Press, 2010

	Coaching as a field has mushroomed in recent years. Thousands of new coaches enter the field after only completing short and superficial training programmes. The problem with this is that coaching is not i) something you can simply learn in a short programme ii) a superficial practice.


	The books available on coaching tend to just...
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Lucid Waking: The Answer to the Problem of ConsciousnessIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	There is no problem more baffling to the academic world than the problem of consciousness. It’s fair to say that no academic has any clue at all about what consciousness is. In fact, academics have totally confused it with something radically different, namely sentience. The problem that faces the academic world is the insurmountable one...
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The Plausibility of Life: Resolving Darwin's DilemmaYale University Press, 2005

	In the 150 years since Darwin, the field of evolutionary biology has left a glaring gap in understanding how animals developed their astounding variety and complexity. The standard answer has been that small genetic mutations accumulate over time to produce wondrous innovations such as eyes and wings. Drawing on cutting-edge research across...
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Intuitive Probability and Random Processes using MATLABSpringer, 2005

	Intuitive Probability and Random Processes using MATLAB® is an introduction to probability and random processes that merges theory with practice. Based on the author’s belief that only "hands-on" experience with the material can promote intuitive understanding, the approach is to motivate the need...
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The Art of Mastering Sales ManagementCRC Press, 2009

	If you believe that the answer no is but a request for more information and understand that the best closing questions are rhetorical, you understand the basic art of sales. If you can teach that art to others, you have the makings of a good sales manager. But not all good sales managers are equal; some are forward thinking enough to...
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CompTIA Project+ Practice Tests: Exam PK0-004Sybex, 2017

	Over 1,000 practice exam questions with full explanations


	CompTIA Project+ Practice Tests for exam PK0-004 compliments the Sybex CompTIA Project+ Study Guide by providing last minute review and identifying areas where further review may be needed. 1,000 unique questions are organized into 4 practice tests that cover...
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RHCE Red Hat Certified Engineer Linux Study Guide (Exam RH302), Fourth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2004
This comprehensive, hands-on study guide gives you  complete coverage of all objectives for the Red Hat Certified Linux Engineer  exam (RH302), hundreds of review questions, and hands-on lab exercises.

Get the book that shows you not only what—but how—to study

	100% complete...
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The Scanning WorkshopQue, 2001
The other day, I was talking to someone about this book, and he asked me, “Why are scanners so cheap? Is there some sort of catch?” (He’s my accountant, so he’s paid to ask skeptical questions about money.) The answer is no, there is no catch. Heck, with some scanner models, you don’t even need a computer! Desktop...
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Adoption-centric Usability Engineering: Systematic Deployment, Assessment and Improvement of Usability Methods in Software EngineeringSpringer, 2008
Where should usability techniques and HCD knowledge be considered in the existing software development lifecycle to maximize benefits gained from SE and HCD approaches? This book provides an integrative answer while proposing a systematic approach for the adoption, assessment and deployment of usability engineering methods within software...
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The Tunguska Fireball: Solving One of the Great Mysteries of the 20th CenturyIcon Books Ltd, 2005
On 30th June 1908 a mysterious fireball exploded in the Siberian sky and flattened 2000 square kilometres of the remote Tunguska forest. As no crater and no material from outer space were ever found, a meteorite could not have caused this explosion. so what did? This book discusses all theories and then analyses the evidence.

The...
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Oracle Business Intelligence: The Condensed Guide to Analysis and ReportingPackt Publishing, 2010

	This book is a quick guide to getting started with Oracle Business Intelligence SE platform that will answer common business questions and help you make quick business decisions. The examples in this book will help you prepare the database for analysis and create business reports in no time. If you are an business analyst, a report builder, a...
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